
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

When constructing a roster for Delta One Zero: The Miniatures 
Game, players have three options: 

- Use a pre-constructed roster determined by the 
scenario being played (narrative approach), 

- Use a dossier to construct a roster following the 
guidelines provided (competitive approach), or 

- Use whatever they want (freestyle approach). 

 

If players are playing a game using the competitive approach, 
they will use a dossier to build their force. Players need to 
agree on a point limit for their game – we suggest 250 points 
as a balanced game however this number can be anything over 
around 100 points. 

Secondly, games using the competitive approach have a 
maximum of 3 fireteams, again ensuring balance is maintained 
across dossiers. 

Once a point limit is agreed upon, players can construct their 
roster by completing the following: 

 

Players need to construct a deck of tactics cards from the 
options available. Decks must be the size listed in the dossier, 
and no card can be included more than its limit in the deck. 
Once the deck is constructed, players should assemble their 
fireteams. 

 

Players then need to select the models they will be using in 
their fireteams. As well as the total point limit, the following 
restrictions apply when building fireteams: 

- Fireteam must have a minimum of two models and a 
maximum of five during construction. 

- All fireteams must have the same FACTION keyword. 
- All models in a fireteam must have the same 

FORMATION keyword. 
- Only one model in each fireteam can have the 

COMMAND keyword. 

A reminder, the keywords are structured the following way: 

FACTION, FORMATION, ROLE, TITLE 

When the models have been selected, players may use the 
guidelines in the dossier to replace the listed Primary and/or 
CQB weapons for the cost listed.  

Note some costs are negative (-). This implies the weapon is a 
“downgrade” from the listed weapon and will reduce the cost of 
the model. 

Also, players may select additional equipment for their models, 
paying the cost listed in the dossier. Starting equipment can 
never be removed. 

Finally, weapons can be modified with specialist attachments to 
fulfil specialised roles on the battlefield. These can be 
purchased for the cost listed in the dossier, following all listed 
restrictions, and assigned to a weapon. Some weapons are 
capable of two or more modifications – making them very 
versatile weapons to possess though the points cost of 
modifying weapons can escalate quickly! 

The appropriate upgrade cards should be placed on the model’s 
reference card to indicate the starting equipment has been 
modified.  
 

Next, players may select a number of Command Orders equal to 
the total number of models with the COMMAND keyword in 
their roster and listed in the dossier by paying the points cost. 
Some command orders are “free” and can be taken at no point 
cost, however still count toward the total number of Command 
Orders. 
 

Finally, players must nominate which model is their Force 
Commander. This must be a model with the COMMAND keyword 
however it does not need to be the most expensive or highest 
ranked model. This model will use its initiative value for the 
Forward Roll each turn. 
 
It is important to note that some FORMATION keyword rules 
only apply if your Force Commander possesses that keyword. 
 

Some factions can receive bonuses for structuring fireteams in 
certain ways. These are applied after roster creation and are 
designed to reward thematic construction.  



 

 
 

RESTRICTED Forces selected from this Dossier must take a Force Commander with the MRB FACTION keyword.  

Iron Will Once per game, any Fireteams that consist of one Motor Rifle Kommisar AND at least three Motor Rifle Streloks 
may reroll a Reactivation roll if the result is a 9 or 10.  
 

May select from: Stop! 2 
 Command Order 4 
 Wound Card Reflip 4 
 Clear Stress 4 
 Reactivation 4 

 

The backbone of the Motor Rifle Brigades, the humble Strelok is trained well and is distinct among most of the New Eastern Bloc infantry 
regiments by being compromised entirely of volunteers. A philosophy of “overwhelming firepower” is evident in the equipment issued. 

 
Primary NEB Assault Rifle   

CQB None   
Equipment None   

   
May replace primary weapon with:  SMG +4 

May replace CQB weapon with:  Combat Knife +1 
May add any of the following equipment:  Frag Grenades (Maximum of 3) +1 (each) 

  Light Body Armour +2 
  First Aid Kit +3 

May add:  Any Modifications listed in this dossier and permitted by weapon type 
   

These troopers are trained to provide suppressive fire to allow their fireteams to manoeuvre and execute their orders – as well as providing 
devastating offensive capability if required. 

 
Primary Squad Automatic Weapon   

CQB None   
Equipment None   

   
May replace CQB weapon with:  Combat Knife +1 

  9mm Pistol +3 
May add any of the following equipment:  Frag Grenades (Maximum of 3) +1 (each) 

  Light Body Armour +2 
  First Aid Kit +3 

May add:  Modifications listed in this dossier and permitted by weapon type 
   

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

It takes years of dedicated service in the New Eastern Bloc forces to rise to the rank of Sergeant, and often these NCO’s have seen action in 
many deployments across Europe and Asia. Their automatic shotguns are rightfully feared in close quarters battle. 

 
Primary Automatic Shotgun   

CQB Heavy Pistol   
Equipment None   

   
May replace primary weapon with:  SMG +4 

  Carbine +4 
May replace CQB weapon with:  Combat Knife -2 

  9mm Pistol -1 
May add any of the following equipment:  Smoke Grenades and/or Frag Grenades (Maximum of 3) +1 (each) 

  Light Body Armour +2 
  First Aid Kit +3 

May add:  Any Modifications listed in this dossier and permitted by weapon type 
   
   

Despite technically existing outside the structure of the military, these officers bring the stern discipline of the New Eastern Bloc political ethos 
and are capable of overriding any order they deem oppositional to the Bloc’s mission in the Crisis Zone. 

 
Primary None   

CQB 9mm Pistol   
Equipment None   

   
May replace primary weapon with:  SMG +4 

  Carbine +4 
May replace CQB weapon with:  Combat Knife -1 

  Heavy Pistol +1 
May add any of the following equipment:  Smoke Grenades and/or Frag Grenades (Maximum of 3) +1 (each) 

  Light Body Armour +2 
May add:  Any Modifications listed in this dossier and permitted by weapon type 

   
 

Rightly feared across any modern battlefield, the brutal efficiency of the Spetznaz veterans has changed the nature of conflict in the Crisis Zone. 
Tasked primarily with eliminating the threat of insurgency against the NEB “assistance”, these CQB specialists carry out many roles. 

 
Primary SMG   

CQB Entrenching Tool   
Equipment Frag Grenades (x2)   

   
May replace primary weapon with:  Carbine +2 

May replace CQB weapon with:  Combat Knife -1 
  9mm Pistol +1 

May add any of the following equipment:  Smoke Grenades (Maximum of 2) +2 (each) 
  Light Body Armour +2 

May add:  Any Modifications listed in this dossier and permitted by weapon type 
 
 



 

 
 

A veteran of multiple campaigns, each Spetznaz Sergeant is highly skilled in the art of close quarters combat and leads his teams with purpose, 
pushing ever onwards towards their mission objectives in the Crisis Zone. 

 
Primary SMG   

CQB Entrenching Tool   
Equipment Frag Grenades (x2)   

   
May replace primary weapon with:  Carbine 

Combat Shotgun 
+2 
+4 

May replace CQB weapon with:  Combat Knife -1 
  9mm Pistol +1 

May add any of the following equipment:  Smoke Grenades (Maximum of 2) +2 (each) 
  Light Body Armour 

First Aid Kit 
+2 
+3 

May add:  Any Modifications listed in this dossier and permitted by 
weapon type 
 
  

 

Only the most skilled Spetznaz troopers are selected (or survive) to be a Leytenant in this elite branch of the NEB war machine. The leadership 
and combat prowess they bring to the Crisis Zone emboldens even the most shaky kontraktniki into deeds of courage. 

 
Primary SMG   

CQB Entrenching Tool   
Equipment Frag Grenades (x2)   

   
May replace primary weapon with:  Carbine +2 

May replace CQB weapon with:  Combat Knife -1 
  9mm Pistol +1 

May add any of the following equipment:  Smoke Grenades (Maximum of 2) +2 (each) 
  Light Body Armour +2 

May add:  Any Modifications listed in this dossier and permitted by 
weapon type 

 

 
 

  

 UB Grenade Launcher Mod AR, Area Effect 2/1, Indirect, Limited 2, Reload,   +6 
 Red Dot Sight Mod ALL +2 
 ACOG Sight Mod AR +2 
 Laser Sight Mod ALL +2 
 Fore Grip Mod AR, Mod SMG +2 
 Fire Select Mod AR +2 

 
 
  

 

  Light Mortar   0 
  Aggressive Action 0 

 

 


